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On 11th September 2001, a date that shall never be forgotten in world history, the impact of the US being attacked

ricocheted across the world; It shook the world and the ripple effects of which are consequential even today. The

attacks of 9/11 caused a paradigm shift in the world order and absolutely changed the perspective of viewing the

global society. Today, 17 years later, the problems facing the world are grave and revolutionary, with one part of

the world still reeling from the consequences of 9/11. This article aims to focus on two important aspects of the

world as it is today, irstly recognising and analysing new challenges that the world is facing 2001 onwards, and

second to gauge how equipped the international system is to deal with these challenges, with an important focus

on the eficiency of the United Nations and the role it has to play. It shall also trace the effectiveness of the UN

throughout these years in resolving major world crisis’. After 2001, the world underwent a complete change with

regards to geopolitical landscape, as a result of problems such as global terrorism, increased bilateral conlicts,

forced migration, economic instability, rise of threatening non-state actors and heightened use of the internet and

social media. This article explains the functioning of the United Nations as a body and shall critically analyse the

eficacy of the UN as an organisation and its preparedness to deal with these challenges posed to the world order

today. The United Nations is more relevant now than ever, and the question that is being asked is how successful

has, and will it be in upholding its goals of “Peacekeeping” and maintaining stability in the world today?

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

THE UNITED NATIONS

The United Nations is an international body that was es-

tablished in 1945, after the Second World War. The idea

and outline for the United Nations was set in the Atlantic

Charter of 1941, which was initiated by Franklin D. Roo-

sevelt and Winston Churchill with the goal of establishing

peace and promoting international cooperation between

nations (Editors, 2018). After the end of the Second World

War, on 24th October 1945 the United Nations Charter

was ratiied by 51 members, thus sealing the future of the

United Nations, as an international peacekeeping organisa-

tion (Editors, 2018).

At present, the UN consists of 193-member states, who also

constitute theGeneral Assembly. TheUNhas6mainorgans-

The General Assembly, The Security Council, The Interna-

tional Court of Justice, The Secretariat, The Economic and

Social Council andTheTrusteeship Council (UnitedNations,

2017). The Secretary-General is the “chief administrative

oficer” of the organisation and at present the post is occu-

pied by Antonio Guterres, who was sworn in on 1st January

2017 (UnitedNations, 2017). The UN also hasmore than 30

subsidiary organizations working under it, that deal with a

range of issues and challenges across the world.

For 73 years the United Nations has intervened in issues

across the globe and established its relevance and need in

the international society. There have also been instances

when the UN failed to resolve a certain problem, or prevent

it which had lasting impacts on the world. After the Cold

War, theUnited States’ invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq, and

several other proxy wars that were continuously fought in

theMiddle East, could not be effectively resolved by the UN.

For a long time, the UN was considered as an imperative

tool to further the United States’ foreign policy, and con-

sidered a product of US hegemony (Azhar, 2015; Puchala,

2005; Saahar, Sualman, Hashim, & Mohamed, 2017), how-

ever, with time this reputation has diminished and now it is
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being questioned how effective is the United Nations going

to be with the dealing of challenges that face the 21st cen-

tury world.

THEWORLDORDERPOST9/11-THERISEOF21STCEN-

TURY CHALLENGES

Samuel Huntington talked about ‘uni-multipolarity’ and

how it will shape the world order and off late, the global

order is shaping up to be something along those lines with

oneor twomajor superpowers and several other great pow-

ers existing in International Relations (Kagan, 2013; Kim,

2016). The events of 9/11 are seen as marking the end

of one age and the beginning of another (Prasad, 2017;

Roberts, 2008). In this new world order post 9/11, na-

tions such as China, Russia, India and several West-Asian

countries are taking a central stand and playing a role in

furthering International Relations. In 2001, the world was

shocked with the attacks of 9/11 and its impact that had

rippling effects across the globe, bringing about a complete

change in the geo-political landscape. One such impact is

the “Globalisation of Terror”, the scope and dimensions that

it has acquired due to technological advancement and en-

hanced communication (Khan, 2017; Shukla, 2006). Ter-

rorism has evolved into an organized international network

in the past decade, with different types of terrorism evolv-

ing such as religious terrorism especially of Islamic groups,

drug terrorism which has developed into a huge money-

making network, and cyber terrorism due to technological

growth, with widespread impact and consequences in the

society (Shukla, 2006).

The other aspect of terrorism that poses as a challenge is the

role of Non-State Actors in the domestic and internal poli-

cies and actions of a nation. The 9/11 attacks are an apt

example of the role of these international players, and the

‘War on Terror’ is a dire consequence of a group or an in-

dividual challenging nation-state (Shukla, 2006). Transna-

tional terrorism has evolved signiicantly in the last decade

and it has created a divide between the state and the indi-

vidual, it has also led to the rise of non-state actors who do

not differentiate between the state as an authority and the

individuals of the state. This implies that the conlict arises

due to the actors creating a problem from within the state

and thus challenging its security, leaving no distinction be-

tween internal and external security (Shukla, 2006).

As a direct result of the 9/11 attacks, the United States in-

vaded Afghanistan and hence started another war which

cost thousands of lives and effort, and the United Nations as

a supranational body took nomajor decision to avert it. The

United Nations charter, however, makes no mention of ter-

rorism as an issue, as it cannot interfere in the domestic is-

sues of anynation-state as a ruleArticle 2(7) (Shukla, 2006).

For a long time, this is the stance that the UN maintained,

but in recent years considering the international outreach

and scope that terrorism has envisaged, the United Nations

has had to put their all in to curb the threat it poses- to the

economy of countries spending millions to curb it and loss

of lives in the process.

Terrorism, in the past few years, is being used as a tool of

strategic warfare and instrument to invoke psychological

fear in millions across the globe. As a weapon of warfare, it

makes it dangerous as terrorists are oftenmotivated by var-

ious ideas, religions, ethnicities and the political gains such

as overthrowing governments (Philip, 2018).

Terrorism is linked to a string of other issueswhich include-

bilateral conlicts, forced migration and economic instabil-

ity. An apt example for all three is the Syrian Crisis which

started in 2012, and the Yemen crisis of 2011, both a result

of the Arab Spring, has left the Middle-East in ruins. It has

increased tension between one half of the Middle east with

the other, people have been forced to leave their homes and

migrate to refugee camps or another country altogether and

shattered the economywith luctuating prices and no stable

source of income. In the name of democracy and the pretext

of freedom, the simultaneous wars in the middle-east have

practically brought it down to ruins.

Globalizations and the continuous evolution of the world

and its reach, has created space for awide rangeof problems

that may have not been envisioned before. From climate

change, nuclear proliferation, ecosystem losses, poverty

and hunger, conlict prevention and economic diversity,

these are not meant to be dealt with by one nation state

alone. The impact of globalization has been the growth and

rise of small individual powerful states that are economi-

cally independent and have the power to be seen or heard

on a global forum. Each of these nation-states has its own

geopolitical interests andmethods of yielding power, which

is what makes them unique (Chang, 2016; Held, 2017).

All nations across the world are being led by powerful

strong independent leaderswhoaredeining the era of their

country with ierce competition- Vladimir Putin in Russia,

Donald Trump in the United States, Angela Merkel in Ger-

many, NarendraModi in India, EmmanuelMacron in France,

Kim Jong-un in North Korea, Theresa May in the UK etc.

Global politics has never been so competitive and iercely on

edge,with the internet grasping the community and spread-

ing like wildire and enhanced communication and net-

works around the world. During such a period, the supra-

national organisations such as the United Nations, World
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Trade Organisation, International Monetary Fund, World

Bank play a signiicant role in furthering interests and re-

lations and enhancing cooperation. With this new era that

the world is slowly transitioning into, there is emphasis

on global cooperation and cosmopolitan associations (Held,

2017).

METHODOLOGY

This article is a research initiative and an attempt to under-

stand the functioning of the United Nations and the imple-

mentation of its policies, and its role in the global order as a

peacekeepingorganization andarbiter of peace and cooper-

ation between the nation-states. The article is based on and

derived from secondary data sources such as oficial docu-

ments of the United Nations, and other governmental doc-

uments. Online articles from websites were referred to un-

derstand the current scenario and create a link between the

past and present. Some such sources include TheWashing-

ton Post, Brookings Press, BBC News, History.com, United

Nations oficial site etc. Various Journal articles and re-

search papers written by analysts also provided clarity and

understanding of the topic and the present situation. These

have also been referenced in this article. The works cited

have been added at the end of the article as a part of the

bibliography.

THE UN PEACEKEEPING MISSIONS IN THE PAST FEW

YEARS- A REVIEW

The most important aspect of UN Peacekeeping is civil-

ian protection and mitigating violence. Over the years, the

United Nations has played a signiicant role in combating

terrorism and dissolving conlicts through their peacekeep-

ingmissions, some of which have been successful and some

have not. The UN, have on their website admitted that pro-

tecting civilians is “a challengingmandate and the yardstick

by which we are often judged” (Hultman, Kathman, & Shan-

non, 2013). The main challenges that the UN has faced,

among others, after the 9/11 attacks, is the growth of global

terrorism, the role of non-state actors in a nation-state and

increased bilateral conlicts between states. These issues

have created a mountain of problems that the UN is strug-

gling to dealwith. TheUNand the Security Council have had

mixed outcomes in the areas of conlict that they have been

engaged with and in this new era, there have been many

questions on the role that global organizations shall play in

this time of ‘Global Chaos’ (Roberts, 2008). Further ahead,

are 3 case studies that of- Yemeni crisis, Kashmir issue be-

tween India-Pakistan and the Sierra-Leone crisis, reviewed

according tohoweficient and successfulwas theUnitedNa-

tions in resolving the problem holistically on all fronts.

Yemen Crisis (2015)

It all began in 2011, with the Arab Spring uprising which

advocated for a democracy in most middle-eastern states.

Even in Yemen, this led to the autocratic President Ali Ab-

dullah Saleh having to hand over power to AbdrabbuhMan-

sour Hadi. The new President was faced with a range of is-

sues grappling the country and in this moment of his weak-

ness, the Houthi movement (Zaidi Shia Muslim minority)

took advantage and captured the norther province of Saada

and neighbouring areas in 2014. Many Yemenis including

Sunnis supported the Houthis and this pushed them to cap-

ture the city of Sanaa in 2015 and then eventually the entire

country, leaving the President Mr. Hadi to lee abroad. Sev-

eral Sunni Arab states like Iran, Saudi Arabia formed a coali-

tion supported byUK, US andFrance to prevent amovement

backed by Shia power to take over and attempted to restore

Mr. Hadi’s government (BBC News, 2018). The war is di-

vided between the pro-government forces ofMr. Hadi head-

quartered at Aden and the anti-government forces led by

theHouthis andbackedby formerpresidentAbdullah Saleh,

controlling the north and cities like Sanaa, Saada, Taiz and a

majority of theWestern Coast. For 3 years now, the country

is the centre of a proxy war and this has led to thousands

of people dying and millions being displaced with no ap-

parent solution visible. The Yemeni crisis is referred to as

the ‘world’s largest humanitarian crisis’, and has become a

breeding ground for terrorists such as Al-Qaeda and Islamic

State (IS) who have taken full advantage of the situation to

create even more chaos (Alan, 2018).

The United Nations has been involved in Yemen since 2011,

when the Secretary-General appointed a Special Adviser to

Yemen. The international community unanimously agreed

that the Saleh regime needed to be replaced and, at the

end of 2011 the UNSC Resolution 2014 was passed with

an aim to start a “Yemeni-led political transition” but failed

to take into account the economic and social issues which

were very important for the people of Yemen. In Novem-

ber, Saleh signed the Gulf Cooperation Council Agreement

which gave theUNdirect access and involvement toYemen’s

internal affairs and politics (Lackner, 2018). This deal al-

lowed Saleh to fuel internal conlicts which only made mat-

ters worse. In 2015, the UN passed the 2216 UNSC Res-

olution, 3 weeks after the start of ‘Decisive Storm’, which

was prompted by a plea of President Hadi from the GCC to

“provide support, includingmilitary intervention, toprotect

the people of Yemen from the continued aggression of the

Houthis”. Thiswas an immediate result of the Saudi-ledmil-
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itary intervention backed by the United Kingdom and the

United States- known as ‘Decisive Storm’ which led to Pres-

ident Hadi and his government being exiled to Riyadh. The

UN failed to prevent this war, and all the other humanitar-

ian violations with it, because of Saudi Arabia wielding in-

luence in the UNSC through the US and UK even though

it is not a member of the UNSC. However, both the US and

UK have economic ties with Saudi which helps in fulilling

its interests and also provides military support and back-

ing to the Saudi-led coalition. Operation Golden Victory,

was initiated for the seizing of Hodeidah port in northern

Yemen, but the farthest the Saudi-led coalition could reach

was the airport south of Hodeidah. As a direct result of Op-

eration Golden Victory and the advancement of the Saudis,

the Houthis ired ballistic range missiles into Riyadh, which

led to escalation of events and an evenmore tense situation.

The latest positive developments indicate that the crucial

port of Hodeidah in northern Yemen, has become a neutral

point for peace talks between the Houthis and the UN. The

port of Hodeidah is important as it is the entry point for all

resources and support for the Houthis, allegedly from Iran,

and the UN envoy led by Martin Grifiths hopes to negoti-

ate surrender of the port to international supervision and

further peace talks between both the parties and end the

three-year long war (Riedel, 2018).

The crisis in Yemen has become a battleground for states

to clash with each other and a base and excuse for bilat-

eral conlicts, sides have been picked with no one willing to

back down and the people of Yemen suffering in the centre.

Both the Saudi coalition and the Houthis are heavily armed

and an escalation in affairs could be fatal for the people of

Yemen. The United Nations is being urged to replace the

UNSCR 2216 in order to set the tone for political negotia-

tion and talks, and to prevent the reinstatement of exiled

leader Mansour Hadi.

However, after 4 years of proxy wars and a civil war, the UN

has failed to bring peace in the country. Till date negoti-

ations and peace talks are underway, with little progress.

Saudi Arabia, with its organized coalitions, wields impor-

tant inluence in the United Nations which makes it difi-

cult for the organization to pass any resolution relating to

Yemen. It has also been alleged that UN has been serving

state interests and avoiding critical issues which has made

many question how the UNwill reach a peaceful solution in

Yemen anytime soon.

Kashmir Issue between India-Pakistan (1947-Present

Day)

The history of India and Pakistan goes way back several

hundred centuries. Since time immemorial and the begin-

ning of history aswe know it today, India and Pakistanwere

one nation and one civilisation. During the entire 200-year

rule of the East India Company and subsequently the British

crown, over the region, both the countries were one in the

struggle for independence. However, at the cost of freedom

and independence, the partition of the two countries was

initiated. On 14th August 1947, Pakistan, primarily a Mus-

lim majority side, celebrated their Independence Day and

the next day India celebrated hers. Ever since then, both the

countries have had their series of struggles and clashes and

the primary issue of contention is that of Kashmir which is

divided into ‘Pakistan occupied Kashmir’ and ‘India occu-

pied Kashmir’. The problem arose in 1947 when all other

princely states acceded to the Indian Union, however Kash-

mir and its ruler Raja Hari Singh refused to sign the Instru-

ment of Accession and accede to the IndianUnion, which led

to Pakistan claiming that Kashmir is rightfully and histori-

cally theirs and India retaining control of one part of Kash-

mir through the 1947 war which was concluded with UN

intervention and a ceaseire.

Since 1947, there have been 4 wars between the two coun-

tries, with the Kashmir region being the main cause of con-

lict in 3 out of the 4 cases- irst Indo-Pakistani war of

1947-48, second Indo-Pakistani war of 1965, third Indo-

Pakistaniwar of 1971, Kargilwar of 1999 (Chandhoke). The

region has been a subject of discussion and contention for

several years now and no apparent solution in sight. In all

this, the United Nations has played a signiicant role in the

region over the years. Jawaharlal Nehru, the then Prime

Minister of India, approached the United Nations in 1947

after several months of ighting and violence in Jammu and

Kashmir ever since the partition of India and Pakistan.

The ceaseire took place on January 1948, and it divided

Kashmir between India and Pakistan. Over the course of

the next few years, several UN resolutions were passed

and both the troops retreated to their speciic borders and

newly drawn ceaseire line, while many proposed the idea

of a plebiscite to let the people of Kashmir decide which

union to accede to. None of the resolutions of the UN were

satisfactory to the countries and hence the idea of a solu-

tion grew dim, while Pakistan was more open to the idea of

a plebiscite, India preferred diplomatic talks (Chakravarty,

2016).

In 1965, during the Indo-Pakistaniwar, theUNpleadedwith

both the governments to cooperatewith theUNMilitaryOb-
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servers and declare ceaseire. In Tashkent, an agreement

was signed and both parties agreed to retreat to the original

ceaseire line of 1949, through Resolution 211 of the United

Nations. In 1971, however, East Pakistan has surrendered

and therefore there was a unilateral ceaseire declared in

thewest and at the endof thiswar, the SimlaAgreementwas

signed between Prime Minister of India Indira Gandhi and

Pakistan President Zulikar Ali Bhutto. The Simla Agree-

ment was considered to be the irst actual step to the res-

olution of the Kashmir issue and it oficially declared the

ceaseire line as a Line Of Control. The Simla Agreement

is quite similar to the Karachi Agreement of 1949, how-

ever the Simla Agreement mandates “that the two coun-

tries are resolved to settle their differences by peaceful

means through bilateral negotiations or by any other peace-

ful means mutually agreed upon between them”. The con-

fusion arose in the understanding of the agreement and its

clause by both parties- India understood that there would

bilateral talks and resolution of conlict without any third-

party involvement, whereas Pakistan indicated that it does

notmention the non-involvement of the UN during this pro-

cess. The United Nations Military Observer Group in In-

dia and Pakistan was considered null and void by India as

the Simla Agreement had replaced the Karachi Agreement,

however Pakistan did not agree to this and has been reg-

istering ceaseire violations since then, whereas India has

been peaceful about it (Chakravarty, 2016).

Kashmir today, is still distraught with people displaced and

an unstable government with no apparent solution in sight.

Attacks and iring, violence and cross border terrorism are

frequent in the region and the situation is at a stalemate.

TheUNcannot be blameddirectly for the irresolution of this

issue, because there are several other factors at play. The

political situation in both countries prevents the setting up

for a base of peace talks and despite several UN resolutions

noactual solutionhasbeen reached, as historically the claim

on Kashmir is justiied in both cases (Volk, 2018). The on-

going debate on Kashmir between India and Pakistan has

generated lot of discussion and dissent and disagreement

and despite the condition of the people of Kashmir, there is

no apparent solution to this date.

The Sierra Leone Crisis (1991-2002)

The Sierra Leone crisis started in March 1991, as an at-

tempt by rebels belonging to the neighbouring country of

Liberia, to overthrow the present Joseph Momoh govern-

ment in Sierra-Leone. The two main players were the Na-

tional Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) led by Charles Tay-

lor, and theRevolutionaryUnited Front (RUF) led by the for-

mer army corporal of Sierra Leone, Foday Sankoh. The civil

war in the country lasted for 11 years, with several loss of

lives, and other atrocities tomen, women and children alike

(Momodu, 2018). The RUF during the course of the war,

captured rich diamond territory in the eastern and south-

ern part of Sierra Leone, and then the President Joseph Mo-

mohwas overthrown by Captain Valentine Strasser, who es-

tablished the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC)

and after which the civil war only worsened.

In 1996, about 4 years after coming into power, Strasserwas

removed fromhis positionof powerbya coupandafter elec-

tions AhmedTejan Kabbah took ofice. In 1997, Maj. Johnny

Koroma formed the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council

and sent President Kabbah into exile. Internationally, dur-

ing this period the United Nations imposed sanctions on

Sierra Leone and the countrywas suspended from the Com-

monwealth. In 1999, a peace agreement called the Lome

Agreement was signed as a truce between the RUF, AFRC

and the government. Though the agreement wasn’t imple-

mented well and the violence continued for 3 more years,

inally in 2002, with the help of the British and the United

Nations peacekeeping mission the civil war was inally de-

clared to be over (Editors, 2018).

However, the aftermath of the war was long-lasting con-

sidering the impact the civil war had on the people, lives

and condition of living of Sierra Leoneans. The atrocities

committed including recruiting children in the RUF as child

soldiers, the behaviour of the rebels against the civilians,

the violence that the people were subjected to and the dis-

placement and migration combined with the loss of thou-

sands of lives. Though the United Nations and its peace-

keeping mission was successful in bringing the war to an

end, the impact of the civil war can still be seen in the re-

gion. As a major event in the UN history, the role of the UN

in Sierra Leone is considered to be successful, as it played a

signiicant role in bringing the conlict to an end. Themajor

players in this mission included the ECOMOG- Military Ob-

server Group of the Economic Community of West African

Nations, and the UNOMSIL- United Nations Observer Mis-

sion in Sierra Leone, which was later terminated by the Se-

curity Council and replaced by the UNAMSIL- United Na-

tions Mission in Sierra Leone, in 1999. The success of the

UNAMSIL, which was a large and extensive mission with

6000 military personnel who were tasked with ensuring

the peaceful implementation of the Lome Agreement. By

2001, the UNAMSIL consisted of 17,500 military person-

nel tasked with increased authority in civil affairs and the

civil police. The UNAMSIL is considered to be a model for

UN peacekeeping as they successfully as over and above ev-
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erything else they were able to help the government stop

illegal trade in diamonds and also regulate the industry.

They also played a role in disarming the ighters including

the child soldiers, they assisted in the return of half a mil-

lion refugees and displaced persons, they helped organize

democratic and parliamentary elections, set up a Special

Court for Sierra Leone to try persons for war crimes, they

also trained Sierra Leoneans in human rights and launched

projects to generate employment and assisted the govern-

ment in re-establishing control and authority in the region.

Along the way, the UNAMSIL faced several challenges as

members of the mission were kidnapped by the RUF and

the ceaseire almost came to a standstill however, backlash

from the international community, sanctions and constant

efforts from nations across the world helped in furthering

negotiations. The peace after 11 years of civil war was a

disturbed peace as peoplewere still reeling from the impact

of the violence and they were unable to reap the social and

economic beneits that were provided as a result of the UN

Peacekeeping Mission. Sierra Leone and the successful res-

olution of the crisis is one of the examples of the relevance

and need of the United Nations and its assistance in peace-

keeping. The Secretary-General during this period, Koi An-

nan, was closely involved with the mission and personally

ensured its implementation.

The Sierra Leone crisis is an apt example of the need for a

supra-national peacekeeping body in the world (United Na-

tions, 2009).

The Relevance of the United Nations

The United Nations as an international body has several

roles to play in the society and world. It is unfair to focus

on only one aspect or part or organ of the entire body and

gauge its relevance today. In the sphere of International Re-

lations, UN Peacekeeping and the Security Council plays a

signiicant role in maintaining relations and furthering co-

operation. Off late the eficiency of the UNSC and its role

in maintaining peace has been questioned due to conlicts

like the Syrian crisis and Yemeni crisis. There have been

many questions raised regarding themembership of the Se-

curity Council and the veto system, the power that a few

nations hold deciding the fate of thousands. Whether the

UNSC should be reformed is a different debate altogether,

however the presence of the UN is deemed to be extremely

necessary in the world today. There are always two sides

to a coin and each negative has a positive. Each organ of

the UN is playing an active role in the world, and it is im-

portant to acknowledge that the UN does not involve only

one aspect that of peacekeeping and security. The review

of three peacekeeping missions over the past 20 years has

indicated that despite its ups and downs and failures and

successes, the presence of the United Nations is relevant in

the world today. In the case of Sierra Leone, the United Na-

tions was successful in bringing an end to the conlict in the

region and establishing the ground for peace, Yemen, is an

apt example of UNPeacekeeping gonewrong and the failure

to end the conlict and also prevent a humanitarian crisis-

considered the largest in the world, and Kashmir is a neu-

tral take on the UN having tried and failed however due to

other external factors and situations in the domestic affairs

of the parties concerned.

During the time of Koi Annan as Secretary-General, a re-

port known as the Brahimi Report was drawn which was

an insight into the Peacekeeping of the United Nations and

how it can be improved over the years and what measure

should be taken in that regard. The report states that the

nature of armed conlict has changed dramatically over the

past decade or so andhas evolved from interest to intrastate

conlict- which relects the negative side of globalization

and how the civilians are nowbearing the brunt of the orga-

nized violence, at the hands of a few in powerwho are in the

game (Nisar, 2004). It introduced several reforms in tan-

dem with a speciic rule of law and these helped in under-

standingwhere UN Peacekeepingwas falling short and how

it could be further improved. For example, UN Peacekeep-

ing forces aremajorly provided by developing nations and it

has been questioned why the developed states do not have

any contribution in this especially the permanent members

of the P5. (Durand, 2012).

Over the years, UNmissions andpeacekeeping have focused

less on immediate relief and are now channelling resources

into peacebuilding, reconstruction, development and sus-

tainable peace (Durand, 2012). UN Peacekeeping has come

a longway from the Brahimi Report and since the geopoliti-

cal shift after the 9/11, steps have been taken to counter-

terrorism and prevent proxy wars and bilateral conlicts,

however there is still a long way to go.

The relevance of the United Nations cannot be analysed

through only one lens, the work of the other organs and or-

ganisations such as UNICEF, WFP- World Food Programme,

WHO among others, has been signiicant in their respec-

tive ields and has gradually brought change. The United

Nations as an international organisation is quite relevant,

however the role of theUNas an actor in the political sphere

can be questioned based on eficiency. The important as-

pect to be remembered is that theUNand its actions inmost

cases relects thewill of themember states and the interests

they harbour, combinedwith the inluence theywield in the
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Council, which may affect the mission or be biased towards

the interests of a particular state.

CONCLUSION

In the past few years, there have been some major signii-

cant developments that have deined world politics and the

global order, especially International Relations. The elec-

tion of Donald Trumpas the President of theUnites States of

America with this bold views and outrageous opinions and

actions, the Britain withdrawal from the European Union

known as Brexit and its implications across the world, the

Trade War between China and the US, the growing power

and open nuclear threats of North Korea and Kim Jong-Un,

the crisis in theMiddle East and the need for immediate res-

olution of the Syrian and Yemen crisis, the rights of women

and the spread of the MeToo movement in every corner of

the world, climate change and global warning, and most

importantly the curbing of terrorism. There are several

other issues that the world faces today and these are just

some highlighted ones, however the onus lies on eachmem-

ber state of the United Nations and the leadership at the UN

with Antonio Guterres at the forefront, to at the best of their

capability collectively and sensitively deal with the crisis in

the most eficient way possible. Despite its shortcomings

the United Nations is relevant now more than ever, and

can improve its eficiency dealing with the problems of the

world. Joseph Schwartzberg in his book- ‘Transforming the

UnitedNations System: Designs for aWorkableWorld’ talks

about how the power is unfairly distributed in the United

Nations, and nowmore than ever, there should be emphasis

on nations, non-governmental organizations and ordinary

citizens to make sure their voices are heard at the top level.

He stresses on the motto- the importance of force of law

over the law of force and how that is the way forward in the

21st Century (Schwartzberg, 2013).
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